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Three questions

Is there really a crisis of democracy?

Is there an added risk to fundamental 
values in supersized polities like the 
United States?

What can public affairs schools do to 
protect fundamental values?
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Clarifying terms

• Not just democracy
• A system of rule based on free and fair elections

• Related values:
• Freedom of thought, expression, and association
• Rule of law
• Recognition of a person's human dignity
• Protection against discrimination

• The fundamental human rights
• Enumerated in the 1948 UDHR and elsewhere

• And academic freedom
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Aspects of the American crisis

• Political violence
• Contestation over voting rights
• Red/Blue polarization
• Degradation of discourse and the infosphere
• Influence of money in politics
• Dysfunctionality in federal government
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Evidence of crisis internationally
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Hubris . . .

The great struggles of the twentieth century between 
liberty and totalitarianism ended with a decisive victory 
for the forces of freedom -- and a single sustainable 
model for national success: freedom, democracy, and 
free enterprise.  -- George W. Bush,  September 2002

We are fortunate to be alive at this moment in history. 
Never before has our nation enjoyed so much 
prosperity and social progress with so little internal 
crisis and so few external threats. -- Bill Clinton, 2000
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Rowen, Henry S. (2007). When Will the Chinese 
People Be Free? Journal of Democracy 18(3): 38-52.

Inglehart, Ronald and Christian Welzel (2005). 
Modernization, Cultural Change, and Democracy. 
New York, Cambridge University Press, 190-191.
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. . . And despair
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Reality check #1

• Hubris was unjustified
• Most states are new and fragile
• Democracy is a relatively new form of governance
• Controlling political violence is a longstanding 

challenge in the United States
• More | http://bit.ly/ConvJan
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Reality check #2
• “Crises of democracy” are a 

recurrent phenomenon
• 1910s, 1930s, 1970s

• Often associated with the collapse of 
a governing paradigm
• Search for a new paradigm is painful, 

slow, and necessary
• More | https://amzn.to/3u4VMti
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End of the millennial paradigm
• The Reagan-Clinton consensus
• Repeated security shocks:

• 9/11
• Natural disasters
• Financial crisis
• Pandemic

• Improvisation: “Whatever it takes”
• Emergence of new paradigm
• More | https://bit.ly/3u7NpNx
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A different framing:
The age of supersized polities
• India, 1.6 billion people by 2050
• China, 1.4 billion
• European Union, 440 million
• United States, 400 million
• Forty percent of planet will live in these four polities
• Each will have more people than British Empire at peak
• India, China will each exceed world population in 1880
• Median population of other 162 states: 12 million
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Can polities this large be governed?
• Problems of size, diversity, and complexity
• Powerful “centrifugal forces”
• Questions:

• Can these “empire states” be kept intact?
• Can they thrive?
• Can they adapt to strains and shocks?
• Can they do this while respecting human rights?

• John Stuart Mill, 1861:
• “Free institutions are next to impossible in a country 

made up of different nationalities. [W]ithout fellow-
feeling . . . representative government cannot exist.”
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Four governance strategies
• China

• Unitary party state
• “soft authoritarianism”
• Repression in Xinjiang, Hong 

Kong
• Justification: stability, 

harmonious society

• India
• ”Quasi-federal” system
• Constitutional democracy
• Recent shift to ”electoral 

autocracy”
• Rise of Hindutva nationalism
• Erosion of civil liberties and 

checks on executive power

• United States
• Federal system
• Constitutional democracy
• Controversies over civil and 

political rights
• Gridlock at the center

• European Union
• Highly decentralized
• Limited democracy at the 

center
• Mixed democratic models at 

country level
• ”Rule of law” problems in 

Poland, Hungary
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The American predicament:
Cohesion and democracy
• Old formula: manage divisions through

• “States’ rights” and differentiated citizenship
• Limited role at center
• Limited democracy at center: elite accommodation

• Mid-20th century trends:
• Growing role of central government
• Declining tolerance for differentiated citizenship
• Intensifying and weakly regulated democratic competition

• The early 21st century predicament:
• Resurgence of old divisions
• Inability of the center to manage divisions
• Will tradeoffs (rights, democracy) be necessary?
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How can public affairs schools 
promote democracy?
• Schools should commit to the promotion of human 

rights and academic freedom
• Accrediting organizations should commit to the 

promotion of human rights and academic freedom
• Curriculum should address human rights
• Schools and accrediting organizations should have 

explicit policy about speaking out on human rights
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Role of accrediting bodies
• NASPAA: “a global organization . . . setting the 

global standard in public service education”
• Mostly US programs, but increasing number from 

other countries
• UMass Amherst and Boston are members

• NASPAA uses standards to accredit programs
• UMB is an accredited program

• NASPAA also makes statements about public policy 
controversies
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What do NASPAA standards 
require?
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What isn’t mentioned in the 
NASPAA standards?

•Democracy
•Human rights
•Rule of law
•Academic freedom
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Countries with NASPAA-
accredited programs
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Recent NASPAA statements
• Black Lives Matter: June 11, 2020

• “We stand for human dignity and social justice for all”
• OMB ban on “Critical Race Theory”: October 12, 2020

• “as public service scholars of common purpose: democratic 
governance, representation and equality”

• Schedule F political appointees: October 30, 2020
• “uphold the principles of merit on which American 

democracy has long depended”

• Insurrection, January 8, 2021
• “a shared commitment to the US Constitution and democratic 

governance”
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What NASPAA doesn’t discuss
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A better approach

• Recognize that this is the critical moment
• Speak up for human rights and academic freedom

• Curriculum
• Accreditation standards
• Public statements

• Continue a practice of engagement with scholars 
and practitioners from non-democratic systems
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